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BIG IN JAPAN
Kon’nichiwa and Happy New Year!
It’s the dawn of a new and exciting decade. 2020 is HERE
and it’s going to be full of surprises.
So whether you’re going to bravely detox and give ‘Dry Jan’ a go or sign up
to ‘Veganuary’, it’s a great time to try something new. Maybe a sporting
activity or learning a new language could be on the agenda?
With Japan hosting the next Summer Olympic Games, we are set to be
hooked on all things Japanese. After watching ‘Queer Eye in Japan’,
we couldn’t help but fall completely in love with this beautiful and
thoughtful nation of people.
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Our own relationship with Japanese culture
is already completely ingrained in our work,
as we have carved incredible ice sculptures
for Japanese brands and restaurants.
As well as making our own Japanese Ice
Balls, we have produced hundreds and
hundreds of Sushi Stations over the years
for parties and special events.

Kikkoman Sushi Wall Ice Sculpture

Iconic Japanese Ice Balls

It’s Tokyo 2020,
so expect an
elegant wave of
Japanese culture
(with a sporting
twist) coming your
way throughout
the year.

Tokyo Ice Sculpture

Four Fox Sake
Ice Sculpture

Bone Daddies
Double Luge

Fresh Orchid Ice Cubes

Ice Plates for Aqua Kyoto
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IS GIN STILL IN?
Our work with Oxley Gin proves that YES gin is most certainly still IN! The demand for premium gin and
in turn the ‘premiumisation’ of gin brands is still growing. We can see from looking at our own buying
behaviour and relationship with this genie of a spirit, that gin has that all important characteristic of
constantly evolving and adapting to (or most likely leading) the latest trends. It’s thrilling to see, taste
and experience all the exciting new gin flavours that are crafted and the latest production methods
that shape the industry.
In 2020 though, we’ll definitely be drinking more Saké we expect. Keep your eye on the rum market too,
it’s long overdue a resurgence.
Whatever happens, there is a thirst for the shiny and new, a respect and devotion to the heritage drinks
brands and certainly room for everyone - we can’t wait to see what’s in store to tantalise our tastebuds.
These photos are from an activation with Oxley Gin, produced by their incredibly talented Brand
Ambassador Cyan Wong (@cyanwonderwong). Special thanks to Eva Slusarek Photography
(eva.slusarek) for the gorgeous photos of our ice sculptures.

If you’ve got an event, wedding or party coming up this year give us a call on 01342 835348 or
email enquiries@psdiceart.co.uk or visit www.psdiceart.co.uk.

What would you sculpt in ice?

